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famous Irish poet, W B Yeats, was fascinated with 

toter-sweet moment of the end of Empire, and 

of the Empire of Byzantium. He wrote many poems 

subject, capturing the happy-sad moment of 

The dying of one regime with the sadness of the 

power and the human turmoil which such passage 

.The promise of a new regime growing 'Phoenix-like 

.--,.,o~.,.- -departure of the old. The sense of excitement about 

and apprehension, tinged with expectation, for 

'One poem "Sa.iJ..ing t:o Byzant:.ium", Yeats used his 

.'c.':',J:':UClULnt ··imagery to paint this word picture: 

~Once out of nature I shaLl never take 
',"Ny bod.ily fOI111 from any natural th.inq; 
BiItsuch a fOI111 as Grec.ian goldsm.iths make 
Of:'lIammered gold and gold enamell.inq 
To>keep a drowsy Emperor awake; 
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"past or passing". What is "to come"?

and the things omitted, its place under the Basic Law, and

A drowsy

In an open

Are our notions of

Will the Bill of Rights

The empty chair of Professor Gong Xiang

IS this all talk?question.

or set upJn a holden houqh to s1nq
!/'O lords and lad.ies of Byzant1um
Of what is past, or passingI' or t:o come."

society, words and thoughts compete for acceptance with a

fair degree of freedom. In a closed society, words must bend

Nagging questions of this kind have run through the

RUi, Professor of Comparative Constitutional Law of the

Beijing University, stared at us as a reminder of the

individual rights and independent judges something that is

ordinance endure? Will respect for human rights survive the

whole conference.

Emperor' 5 displeasure, his merest frown, discourage the bold

transition at midnight on 30 June 1997? When the Union flag

human rights and the rule of law?

difference between an open and a closed society.

is lowered, will all these paper laws matter to a society

with quite different traditions and different views about

We have come together in Hong Kong to sing, in the presence

of the Lords and ladies at the end of another Empire

greater still than Byzantium - of what is past I or passing,

or to come.

we have spent three days together communicating in that

greatest gift of Empire - the English language - about the

contents of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights, the things included

to the will of those who currently rule Byzantium.

its prospects after 1997 when the People's Republic of China

(PRC) assumes control of Hong Kong. Running through all the

papers, often only partly expressed, has been the great

or set upm a holden houqh to s1nq 
!/'o lords and lad.ies of Byzant1um 
Of what is past, or passingI' or t:o come." 

We have come together in Hong Kong to sing, in the presence 

of the Lords and ladies at the end of another Empire 

greater still than Byzantium - of what is past I or passing, 

or to come. 

we have spent three days together communicating in that 

greatest gift of Empire - the English language - about the 

contents of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights, the things included 

and the things omitted, its place under the Basic Law, and 

its prospects after 1997 when the People's Republic of China 

(PRC) assumes control of Hong Kong. Running through all the 

papers, often only partly expressed, has been the great 

question. IS this all talk? Will the Bill of Rights 

ordinance endure? Will respect for human rights survive the 

transition at midnight on 30 June 19971 When the Union flag 

is lowered, will all these paper laws matter to a society 

with quite different traditions and different views about 

human rights and the rule of law? Are our notions of 

individual rights and independent judges something that is 

"past or passing II. What is "to come"? 

Nagging questions of this kind have run through the 

whole conference. The empty chair of Professor Gong Xiang 

RUi, Professor of Comparative Constitutional Law of the 

Beijing University, stared at us as a reminder of the 

difference between an open and a closed society. In an open 

society, words and thoughts compete for acceptance with a 

fair degree of freedom. In a closed society, words must bend 

to the will of those who currently rule Byzantium. A drowsy 

Emperor' 5 displeasure, his merest frown, discourage the bold 
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c"ur,,~e'z"'i scholars and subjects. 

'of the uncertainties of the future, and from 

of the PRC came the written text of Professor 

0; 'eloquently, con hrLo, by our conference 

Johannes Chan. There were words of warning f but 

~i'n' his text. Every participant in this 

take away his closing invocation: 

are some righ-cs ... which are .inberent: .in 
'Rl7Sit",". of' democracy, whet:her .it: .is Cllp.it:ll.l.iSt: 

So long as there .is free e.lect:.ion 
,pub.l.ic opinions, .it: .is t!llways 

to compe.l the Government not: to 
"dve.rst:6'p't:J~e,boundar.ies of .it:s powers, for t:here 

",ho wou.ld g.ive llt:t:ent:.ion t:o llny 
persullde t:he e.lect:orat:e t:o oppose 

And .if t:he goverJ1J11ent: .is not: 
may be t:urned out:. There w.i.l.l be 
.if minority op.in.ions cannot: he 
.if peop.le Cllnnot: meet: t:oget:her t:o 
opinions and their actions, or.if 

t:h.ink a.l.ike on any subject: Cllnnot: 
for mut:ull.l support: llnd for t:he 

I).:>r"pOlgat.ion of the.lr common .ideas. Yet: rhose 
are vu.lnerab.le and t:hey are most: .l.ike.ly 
subject: t:o at:t:ack. Therefore, t:he 

C"1"U12aaJJ,e,,,t:a.l .l.ibert:y .is not: on.ly of free 
£j~:~;~~~f" but: a.lso of .l.im.it:llt:.ions of government: 

.-';;-:' 

words - the limitation of government powers -

:ho';"''',"n''',of the rule of law. For, if there is a true 

:c.t'here must be a neutral branch of government able 

,:stated limits will be respected. If the 

the executive impose the limits, they are 

their,-· own cause. Then, there is no real II limit II on 

is merely what the power holder declares 

Because the lesson of history is that those with 

'aiways accept its limitations, it is necessary, 
. ,- ~---"- .' 

to have people who stand apart. Their 

-s d_ifferent, more long-term, more respectful of 
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be upon the transition of power. Nothing is likely to happen

for optimism and caution. We must weigh them in the crucible

come" in Hong Kong after 1997 is whether that right will

In my

Indeed his absence

This, from ancient

That it will endure for a

That will be the moment of

After the transition is

At first the world's gaze will

- 4 -

But the promise is for at least

Will the rights collected in the Bill

But Professor Gong was not here to

The nagging question of what is "to

Coldly, therefore, we must balance the points

It is a history of a resilient legal system

The busy world will soon lose interest in the

common law.

of history, seen from this vantage point of 1991.

participants.

engender optimism about that prospect.

Beales, there are ten points for optimism and ten for

caution. I will state them now.

POINTS OF OPTIMISM

The first point for hope lies in the history of the

Bei j ing, they may.

truth for Hong Kong.

in the first few years.

will turn to other problems.

fifty years.

caused a certain pessimism and scepticism amongst the

of Rights Ordinance and promised in the Basic Law endure

beyond that time? If people like Professor Gong are heard in

accomplished, and seemingly set upon a fair course, the world

transition of Hong Kong.

according to law. 3

endure long after the transition.

time seems beyond question.

Canada urged that the most vital right to be preserved in a

free society was that of any citizen to come before an

independent judge who can determine rights and duties

rights, more attentive to minorities.

times, is the role of the judiciary.

It is the reason why Antonio Lamer, Chief Justice of

rights, more attentive to minorities. This, from ancient 

times, is the role of the judiciary. 

It is the reason why Antonio Lamer, Chief Justice of 

Canada urged that the most vital right to be preserved in a 

free society was that of any citizen to come before an 

independent judge who can determine rights and duties 

according to law. 3 The nagging question of what is "to 

come" in Hong Kong after 1997 is whether that right will 

endure long after the transition. That it will endure for a 

time seems beyond question. At first the world's gaze will 

be upon the transition of power. Nothing is likely to happen 

in the first few years. But the promise is for at least 

fifty years. The busy world will soon lose interest in the 

transition of Hong Kong. After the transition is 

accomplished, and seemingly set upon a fair course, the world 

will turn to other problems. That will be the moment of 

truth for Hong Kong. Will the rights collected in the Bill 

of Rights Ordinance and promised in the Basic Law endure 

beyond that time? If people like Professor Gong are heard in 

Bei j ing, they may. But Professor Gong was not here to 

engender optimism about that prospect. Indeed his absence 

caused a certain pessimism and scepticism amongst the 

participants. Coldly, therefore, we must balance the points 

for optimism and caution. We must weigh them in the crucible 

of history, seen from this vantage pOint of 1991. In my 

Bcales, there are ten points for optimism and ten for 

-caution. I will state them now. 

PQINTll QF OPTIMI:2M 

The first pOint for hope lies in the history of the 

common law. It is a history of a resilient legal system 
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on the rule of law brought down the President of the united

States, arguably the most powerful man in the world.

Judicial officers who are here now will accompany Hong Kong

Even in

Continuity of personnel and of

to the promises given on their appointment.

through the trans i tion.

which survives revolutions, bitter hatreds, freedom

struggles, emergence from. colonial rule, the change of the

language of the courts and different systems of justice. It

is a system difficult to eradicate. Because its basic

jurisprudence is written in the English language and daily

renewed in courts around the world, it is a living plant,

once taken root that is hard to extirpate. One anonymous

local lawyer has said that it is the one thing of the British

"worth keeping" in Hong Kong. 4. Why should what has

happened in other colonies - the survival of the common law 

not happen also here in Hong Kong?;

Secondly, where there are doubts about judicial courage

and integrity after 1997, it is possible to point to many

instances in British and Commonwealth history, in the United

States, Ireland and elsewhere where judges have remained true

difficult times they have remembered Thomas Fuller's famous

words "Be you ever so h.igh, rhe .law .is ahove you". It

was a humble judge in a Federal trial court whose insistence

systems will lay down the example of a rights respecting

society which will ever be before the local successors to the

expatriate judges when the last of them has departed;

Thirdly, there is hope from the terms in which China

accepted, before the whole world, the basis of resuming de

facto sovereignty over Hong Kong. In the Joint Declaration

of 1984 it promised for fifty years an "independent judicial

which survives revolutions, bitter hatreds, freedom 

struggles, emergence from. colonial rule I the change of the 

language of the courts and different systems of justice. It 

is a system difficult to eradicate. Because its basic 

jurisprudence is written in the English language and daily 

renewed in courts around the world, it is a living plant, 

once taken root that is hard to extirpate. One anonymous 

local lawyer has said that it is the one thing of the British 

"worth keeping" in Hong 4 Kong .. Why should what has 

happened in other colonies - the survival of the common law -

not happen also here in Hong Kong?; 

Secondly, where there are doubts about judicial courage 

and integrity after 1997, it is possible to pOint to many 

instances in British and Commonwealth history, in the United 

States, Ireland and elsewhere where judges have remained true 

to the promises given on their appointment. Even in 

difficul t times they have remembered Thomas Fuller's famous 

words "Be you ever so h.igh, rhe .law .is ahove yvu". It 

was a humble judge in a Federal trial court whose insistence 

on the rule of law brought down the President of the united 

States, arguably the most powerful man in the world. 

Judicial officers who are here now will accompany Hong Kong 

through the trans i tion. Continuity of personnel and of 

systems will lay down the example of a rights respecting 

society which will ever be before the local successors to the 

expatriate judges when the last of them has departed; 

Thirdly, there is hope from the terms in which China 

accepted, before the whole world, the basis of resuming de 

facto sovereignty over Hong Kong. In the Joint Declaration 

of 1984 it promised for fifty years an '·independent judiCial 
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iiCiC'jre.sp,ec:t,. ,for a collection of basic rights and 

,::S7;,,"'"'' "iight to free speech, to assembly, to 

,r., .••. ~.-, chciice .of occupation, to holding private 

In the Basic Law of 1990, the National 

,( NPC) accepted amongst the general 

government of Hong Kong an independent 

safeguard of the rights and freedoms of 

of English as an official language of the 

laws previously in force. 

,the' Basic Law, China promised that the 

J:,JC\l"eb ." would remain in force . The whole world 

. I~ Hong Kong, a great metropolis and 

'with 150 years of contact with a wider 

people scattered around that world having 

families here - it is scarcely likely that 

re", 'jErc)m' China ~ s promises could be kept secret; 

ii,; .... h1 .. , "the United Kingdom is obliged to report to 

Rights Committee in Geneva on 

Kong with the International Covenant on 

'Rights. China is not a party to that 

not~_report. During the conference it was 

',~'" .. n"," 'China would succeed to the United Kingdom's 

of, reportage. 5 It would be obliged to do 

;'~,as:6n-·bf. the international treaty with the United 

is -depos i ted with the United Nations. A 

~eport, ·despite the clear promise of the Joint 

·;;-and the ,- terms of the Basic Law, would attract 

The obligation to report provides a 

Eb:~'thos:~.in"the'wider world who are anxious about the 

basic,human rights and the rule of law in Hong 
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iJ:.
Kong;

Fifthly, there is the' point that excessive confidence

should not be placed in the Joint Declaration, Basic Law or

Bill of Rights Ordinance as such, whether alone or in

combination. Basic rights are not confined to constitutional

documents such as these. They are found in the nooks and

crannies of the conunon law itself. In the daily work of

courts the justice of the common law 6 is extended to

litigants. The growth of public and administrative law,

which has been such a feature of the conunon law in recent

decades, has protected individuals and minorities and brought

the great power of the Executive Govermnent under control.

It has rendered that power answerable to the courts. Now

there are new weapons which courts can use - including by

reference to international human rights law - in fashioning

conunon law principles and construing ambiguous statutes. It

is not necessary to put all the eggs of the future into the

basket of the Bill of Rights Ordinance in Hong Kong. For

notions of rights and of the rule of law permeate the whole

system of the common law. For practical day to day

problem-solving, that law, for default of others, will

continue to apply in the courts of Hong Kong;

Sixthly, the judges of Hong Kong of the future, and the

magistrates, will not be isolated. They will remain part of

the company of the judicial officers of the common law. They

will have links, professional and personal, with judges

throughout the Commonwealth of Nations and beyond. They will

never be alone in their Chambers. With them will be the

spirits of the great judges of our tradition - from Coke and

Mansfield, from Marshall and Holmes - to Atkin, Dixon,
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meaningless if the judge does not have the support of an

confidence and the financial and economic stability of the

This the PRe

Shatter that

Giving meaning to the

The whole history of the

Their words, captured on the

The right of access to a judge is

The law schools of Hong Kong produce

It is unlikely that, after 1997, the

It is in the interests of the PRe, which is

independence and ability of its courts.

judiciary itself.

independent legal profession.

knows.

Territory could be wounded, even mortally so.

an independent judiciary.

common law has been one of the assertion of the independence

of the legal profession, including on the part of the

Eighth1y, the economic interests of Hong Kong depend

significantly upon international confidence in the

robust individuals who make up that profession in Hong Kong

will fade away or become plaint instruments of the state;

Hong Kong stand alone.

many lawyers who, as this conference has shown, accept and

uphold the fundamental principles of basic rights, respect

for minorities and adherence to the rule of law determined by

developing its own economic regions in the vicinity of Hong

Kong, to keep this international port strong, adventurous and

treasurehouse ';available for use.

Ordinance and ~o basic rights beyond the Ordinance is not a

job where the judge need feel beleaguered and lonely. He or

she will have constant access to a body of legal principle to

which appeal for legal authority can always be made;

Seventhly, it is not as if the judicial officers of

pages of lawbooks, will always be there to give support,

encouragement,. strength and courage. In the field of human

rights juri~prudence there is now an international

Laskin, Reid and Wilberforce.Laskin, Reid and Wilberforce. Their words, captured on the 

pages of lawbooks, will always be there to give support, 

encouragement,. strength and courage. In the field of human 

rights juri~prudence there is now an international 

treasurehouse ';available for use. Giving meaning to the 

Ordinance and ~o basic rights beyond the Ordinance is not a 

job where the j.udge need feel beleaguered and lonely. He or 

she will have constant access to a body of legal principle to 

which appeal for legal authority can always be made; 

Seventhly, it is not as if the judicial officers of 

Hong Kong stand alone. The law schools of Hong Kong produce 

many lawyers who, as this conference has shown, accept and 

uphold the fundamental principles of basic rights, respect 

for minorities and adherence to the rule of law determined by 

an independent judiciary. The right of access to a judge is 

meaningless if the judge does not have the support of an 

independent legal profession. The whole history of the 

common law has been one of the assertion of the independence 

of the legal profession, including on the part of the 

judiciary itself. It is unlikely that, after 1997, the 

robust individuals who make up that profession in Hong Kong 

will fade away or become plaint instruments of the state; 

Eighthly, the economic interests of Hong Kong depend 

significantly upon international confidence in the 

independence and ability of its courts. Shatter that 

confidence and the financial and economic stability of the 

Territory could be wounded, even mortally so. This the PRe 

knows. It is in the interests of the PRe, which is 

developing its own economic regions in the vicinity of Hong 

Kong, to keep this international port strong, adventurous and 
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now. It is essential that it should survive 1997;

Ninthly, it is inevitable that some changes will occur

cushion or bridge to a more natural association of the

That will only

Some changes in

That confidence exists
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international confidence in the

But this may say no more than that,

But most must have seen the period as a time

In this sense it is in the interests of the PRe

Any rational examination of the underpinnings of

one of the world's great financial centres.

Territory with the mainland behind it.

that period .

be secured if there is

about the rule of law.

to preserve and enhance the economic power of Hong Kong as

beyond 1997.

corporations and with the state.

would leave Hong Kong's legal system wholly untouched for

notions of individual rights and community duties are

inevitable as Hong Kong is associated with a country having

qUite different conceptions of human rights and scepticism

guara~tees to Hong Kong. Economic development of the

mainland in the vicinity of Hong Kong will itself be enhanced

if the prosperity of Hong Kong and its outreach to

established markets throughout the world are maintained well

prosperous.

Hong Kong would produce the realization the importance of

continuing confidence in Hong Kong's judicial system. It may

go toO far to say that economic self-interest is the chief or

only fundamental assurance for the continuance of basic

rights and judicial independence in Hong Kong after 1997.

But it is certainly an important feature of the real

courts of Hong Kong to resolve with courage and neutrality

disputes that will inevitably arise between individuals,

after 1997 as Hong Kong becomes part of the "one country".

There may have been some who thought the 50 year promise

r
!
F , 

prosperous. Any rational examination of the underpinnings of 

Hong Kong would produce the realization the importance of 

continuing confidence in Hong Kong's judicial system. It may 

f to say that economic self-interest is the chief or go toO ar 

only fundamental assurance for the continuance of basic 

rights and judicial independence in Hong Kong after 1997. 

But it is certainly an important feature of the real 

guarantees to Hong Kong. Economic development of the 

mainland in the vicinity of Hong Kong will itself be enhanced 

if the prosperity of Hong Kong and its outreach to 

established markets throughout the world are maintained well 

beyond 1997. In this sense it is in the interests of the PRe 

to preserve and enhance the economic power of Hong Kong as 

one of the world's great financial centres. That will only 

be secured if there is international confidence in the 

courts of Hong Kong to resolve with courage and neutrality 

disputes that will inevitably arise between individuals, 

corporations and with the state. That confidence exists 

now. It is essential that it should survive 1997; 

Ninthly, it is inevitable that some changes will occur 

after 1997 as Hong Kong becomes part of the "one country". 

There may have been some who thought the 50 year promise 

would leave Hong Kong's legal system wholly untouched for 

that per iod . But most must have seen the period as a time 

cushion or bridge to a more natural association of the 

Territory with the mainland behind it. Some changes in 

notions of individual rights and community duties are 

inevitable as Hong Kong is associated with a country having 

quite different conceptions of human rights and scepticism 

about the rule of law. But this may say no more than that, 
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_be seen as one of alternative waves of
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The history of

This is i tse1 f

At least the backlash of June

cities and also Tibet.

and autocracy.

cruel and punitive - did not even begin to

acts of suppression in China. In

Revolution millions died.

,Thus China may itself change.

very integration of the world economy, of its

and telecommunication systems render vulnerable any

seeking economic advancement at the price of

a change in China's hitherto insistence that

and legal questions are strictly "internal" to

China's sensitivity to world opinion on human rights

incident, its realisation of

of human rights activists (not least in

Congress) promotes a respect for Hong
,~~'~, - ,

;~~:-s;.basic: rights derived from China's changing society.

Central and Eastern Europe and of the Soviet

to be that the future belongs to freedom, not

Advance the education of the people and enlarge

the outside world and they will refuse

'",f"""cu_ accept the dictatorial whim of an individual, a

group lacking the legitimacy of democratic

to its Chinese environment, the law will adapt,

':.ij.et~y, other feature of society must adapt. So much is

C"";,1;il.ble,and is natural. It need not be intolerable 1 and

China itself is changing. The world is

China has invited delegations from Australia,

Italy to inspect and report upon its human rights

:"The Australian delegation in July 1991 will visit

.return-to its Chinese environment, the law will adapt, 

other feature of society must adapt. So much is 

,~t~~'Le·and is natural. It need not be intolerable; and 

China itself is changing. The world is 

. China has invited delegations from Australia, 

~e0ana Italy to inspect and report upon its human rights 

: .. The Australian delegation in July 1991 will visit 

aj.o%~",~:"n . .Lnese cities and also Tibet. This is i tsel f 

of a change in China's hitherto insistence that 

. and legal questions are strictly "internal" to 

China's sensitivity to world opinion on human rights 

le,.ilog- ,_the Tiananmen Square incident, its realisation of 

clout of human rights activists (not least in 

,jiii:.OJn:it,ed·· States Congress) promotes a respect for Hong 

,basic. rights derived from China's changing society. 

Central and Eastern Europe and of the Soviet 

to be that the future belongs to freedom, not 

Advance the education of the people and enlarge 

the outside world and they will refuse 

_-=""'f·, .. ,w--:accept the dictatorial whim of an individual, a 

group lacking the legitimacy of democratic 

. Thus China may itself change. The history of 

_be seen as one of alternative waves of 

and autocracy. At least the backlash of June 

cruel and punitive - did not even begin to 

acts of suppression in China. In 

Revolution millions died. 

very integration of the world economy, of its 

and telecommunication systems render vulnerable any 

. seeking economic advancement at the price of 
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the whole gigantic border of the Soviet Union and into Asia

exper iment, in its relation to the PRC, which will have

peoples from the Kurds to the Baltic, the Balkans and along

He suggested

First, it must be conceded

- 11 -

It may be the r5le of Hong Kong to offer an

If it is not, no Bill of Rights will protect it.

With the entrepreneurs of Kong Hong opened up to

What of the other side?

China.

conference was a remark by Dr Rajeev Dhavan.

implications far beyond China and even beyond Asia. There is

new character.

demonstrates the urgent need for political arrangements of a

China, knowing the measure of freedom they have enjoyed, they

may take in their knapsacks the common law concepts of

individual rights and the rule of law and spread those ideas

together with their capital and merchandise.

one of the most telling points made during the

that the negotiation of a special relationship between Hong

Kong and the PRC might even serve as a model for a new kind

of federalism, responsive to the desire of peoples with a

different culture or history to have a degree of autonomy

within another state. The growing assertion of the rights of

politiCal oppression. It may be.the mission of Hong Kong, at

an important moment in the history of the world and of China,

to take ideas of individual rights and the rule of law into

no doubt that the assertion of group rights and the rights of

peoples is one of the most important developments of our

time.

POINTS OF CAUTION

that there is some truth in the statement of the past Chief

Justice of Australia (Sir Harry Gibbs) that if a community is

rational and tolerant, a written Bill of Rights is not

needed.

politiCal oppression. It may be.the mission of Hong Kong, at 

an important moment in the history of the world and of China, 

to take ideas of individual rights and the rule of law into 

China. With the entrepreneurs of Kong Hong opened up to 

China, knowing the measure of freedom they have enjoyed, they 

may take in their knapsacks the common law concepts of 

individual rights and the rule of law and spread those ideas 

together with their capital and merchandise. 

one of the most telling points made during the 

conference was a remark by Dr Rajeev Dhavan. He suggested 

that the negotiation of a special relationship between Hong 

Kong and the PRC might even serve as a model for a new kind 

of federalism, responsive to the desire of peoples with a 
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within another state. The growing assertion of the rights of 

peoples from the Kurds to the Baltic, the Balkans and along 

the whole gigantic border of the Soviet Union and into Asia 
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new character. It may be the r5le of Hong Kong to offer an 

exper iment, in its relation to the PRC, which will have 
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no doubt that the assertion of group rights and the rights of 
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time. 

POINTS OF CAUTION 

What of the other side? First, it must be conceded 

that there is some truth in the statement of the past Chief 

Justice of Australia (Sir Harry Gibbs) that if a community is 

rational and tolerant, a written Bill of Rights is not 

needed. If it is not, no Bill of Rights will protect it. 
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:i.JL"nuw, ,the basic rights of'residents of Hong Kong have 

ultimately, by courts sitting in London and 

vCL .. ~,fact that the government of Hong Kong is answerable to 

:i';'ino,cratic,ally elected Parliament sitting at Westminster. 

these anchors from the legal system and it may be 

The rights collected in the Basic Law and those 

in the Bill of Rights Ordinance are bequeathed 

Have they taken root amongst the people of Hong 

-,Will people who have lived under one form of 

~c],ac,y, without responsibility for their self-government, 

right-asserting to uphold these basic rights 

passed to the control of another autocratic 

>l:",;o,r government? 

S •• c,ondly, ideas of basic rights (whether in a Bill of 

derived from common law principle) depend 

on a shared notion of society. In recent times at 

has been of a democratic society respectful of 

rights and minority freedoms. This is the 

courts in giving meaning to a Bill of 

- in controlling oppressive acts of individuals or 

reference to the justice of the common law. 

"'very end of its colonial phase, Hong Kong has no 

legislature, wholly elected by direct vote. This 

offend the fundamental notions of human rights 

as expressed in the International Covenants. 

the Territory enters the PRe, there is no notion of 

-.~:with the legitimacy of democratic acceptance, to 

future can refer in protecting basic 

They can, for a time, do so by reference to 

in the case books resting upon features of British 
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or commonwealth societies. But as Hong Kong's association

with the PRC becomes more intimate, those presumptions may

ha~e declining relevance.

Thirdly, it is essential to recognise that the rule of

law as we know it depends upon a convention of obedience.

Courts have no armies to enforce their orders against an

obdurate state. They are rendered impotent if an opinionated

Executive Government declines to obey a court order. The

presence in Hong Kong after 1997 of the People's Liberation

ArmY, to garrison Special Administrative Region provides a

potential for a flashpoint between the power of the

authorities of the PRC (unused to judicial control) and the

courts of Hong Kong.

Fourthly, there is the Confucian approach to law to

consider. China repeatedly denounces western notions of

human rights and the rule of law. In doing so, it draws not

simply upon Party ideas on these subjects but upon the deep

wells of Chinese philosophical writing dating back to the

. Hundred Philosophers and particularly to Confucius. Neatly

encapsulated, the Confucian philosophy of law is about

communities not individuals; about obligations, not rights;

and about the rule of virtue determined by powerful men, not

the rule of law. 7

It is said that Hong Kong is no longer a purely

Confucian society. That it has been imbued with 150 years of

a different philosophical tradition. Certainly, opinion

polls amongst ordinary people of Hong Kong suggest the

acceptance of many of the basic premises upon which the

colonial administration has governed the Terri tory. 8

It may therefore be an error to assume that, with the
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of that administration, Confucian values will again 

unaffected by the colonial experience. 

:.tJoeJ.""S, it would seem inevitable that Hong Kong's 

"into China will tend to accentuate Confucian values, 

may be less enthusiastic for basic rights and 

law than the lip service paid to them at 

:n"~;lOl"aJ. meetings would otherwise suggest. 

, there is the simple fact that the laws of Hong 

'.subject to the laws of the PRC. The Basic Law 

',made by the. NPC. What is made can be unmade. 

'of the Constitution of the PRC provides that no law 

the Constitution. Thus no law, even the Basic 

Kong, may entrench a system of law or government 

is beyond the reach of the constitutional 

the PRC. This is simply basic constitutional law 

beginning student of that discipline would 

It demonstrates the fact that the ultimate 

"of "two systems" I and respect of basic rights and 

judiciary in Hong Kong rests not upon the 

even upon the NPC of China. It rests upon the 

brokers of power in China and their willingness 

a separate and different system of law and 

·in Hong Kong. That willingness will endure only 

such separateness is thought to advantage the PRC 

"-, its dismantlement would be thought to cause an 

,the world community with disproportionate damage to 

,The events of June 1989 demonstrate that, when 

needs of survival are thought to be challenged, 

; power in Beij ing will move to preserve it and 

::">~up without undue concern about international 
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rule of law.
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A Joint Liaison Group subcommittee has

question of such a Final Court for more

regime .10

Discussions in the full group began in

there are concerns about renewal of the

the desire to promote expatriate judicial

of the judges appointed, will be subject to

a want of enthusiasm for local ising the

integrity and courage, as well as the learning

a date for the setting up of the Final Court of

intended should take over from the Privy

,;~.years •

about the future of a person holding a commission

~ithin Hong Kong and beyond.

rii~tra_tive Region than is desired. 9
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difficulty of getting suitable appointees.

".:lS~~:}have explained the difficulty by citing lack of
"";--~."" -- .. ',.
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Br.it:.ish Government:s have s.inee 1945 
promoted self-determ.inat:.ion and 

:t~i1:~~n'~~~~,,;.in t:he dependant: t:err.it:or.ies of t:he 
it. .in accordance with the w,isnes of 

and the provis.ions of t:he un.it:ed 
The un.it:ed K.ingdom's pol.iey 

d"p,.n.c1a.nt: t:err.it:or.ies for ",h.ieh t:he 

~
~'~~~~~~~ .is st.i1.1 responsible cont..inues to on respect: for t:he .inal.ienable r.ight:s 

to det:eZ'J11.ine the.ir own future. The 
of t:he dependant: t:err.it:or.ies for 

un.it:ed K.ingdom ",as prev.iously 
have chosen, and now enjoy, 

self-determination was upheld by the 

in the case of Gibraltar where the United 

a Constitution whose preamble affirmed that: 

_Kajesry's Government; w.i.l.l never enter .into 
under "'h.ieh t:he people of G.ibralt:ar 
under the sovere..ignty of another 

t:he.ir freely and demoerat:.ieally 
wJ.·shes. " 

Constitution of the Falkland Islands, enacted 

initiated by Argentina, recognises the rights 

of that colony to self-determination. The same 

not been accorded to the people of Hong Kong. 

without proper and effective consultation with the 

6 million of them, citizens of the 

of Nations and present subjects of the Queen, 

into the control of the PRC without an act of 

by them. The Joint Declaration and the 

,exclude, and are a substitute for I an act of 

The Bill of Rights Ordinance, notably, 

re-enactment for Hong Kong those provisions 

International Covenant on Civil and political Rights 

. ,guarantee the right to self-determination. 

view was expressed duri~g the conference that this 
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its citizens and for us) is of relatively small concern. In

judging issues of democracy and self-determination, the

In evaluating respect for humanpresent borders of China.

Government in Beijing .would necessarily have its eyes fixed

on Tibet and the other minority peoples living within the

suggested that to China, Hong Kong (which looms so large for

Tenthly, and in answer to the economic arguments, it is

Kong but of other persons, not all of whom enjoy the

authenticity of democratic election.

rights in Hong Kong, the PRe will consider the implications

of the spread of such notions across the length and breadth

of a continental country. In evaluating the role of an

independent judiciary as a brake on Executive Government in a

small special region, the perceived needs of the revolution

would have to be judged before this idea was allowed to

flourish. Above all, the permission of the expression of

minority viewpoints and respect for differing opinions for

· an intolerably paternalistic abdication of a fundamental
1S .

obligation imposed on the United Kingdom by international

hUJ1\an rights law. It is the subject of a mission by the

International Commission of Jurists which coincided with the

conference. It may be expected that the mission's report

will be available to the Governments of the United Kingdom,

the PRC and Hong Kong before too long. Even at this stage,

it may not be too late to ensure that the government of Hong

Kong is provided with the legitimacy of a complete

democracy. Unless this is done, judges and others looking at

the laws of Hong Kong will inevitably view those laws for

what they are - not the expression of the will of the

democratically elected representatives of the people of Hong

-,-
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In one, a delegate to the National

and after 1997 in the activities of the

The legal answer to this proposition was
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The Basic Law speaks of all the laws in Hong

telling contributions during the conference
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Will the rights, bravely collected on paper,

Or wil~ they be swept away in the winds of

on the transfer of power.

to the Party •

We must maintain this in more than words. We must

by the PRC only so far as they present no real

after the time the Basic Law was negotiated with the

d~legate could depart from this conference without a

,change in the legal position of the International

Kingdom.

admiration and hope derived from the contributions,

·and private, of the lawyers of Hong Kong upon the

fundamental change?

'professor Gong gave eloquent voice, will seemingly be

JWicle system of law which is in our temporary charge.

s'dealt with here. They are our brothers and sisters in

"over:, the conference.
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some people who would never approach a court but may seek

assistance for the defence of human rights from an

one such law. But the political complaint remains. After

July 1997 it may be dealt with by those then enjoying the

power to pursue it.

Even more telling was the plaintive inquiry voiced from

the floor. How can it be expected, with rights so belatedly

expressed, that the ordinary citizen of Hong Kong, before and

after 1997, will seek to enforce those rights? He or she may

be ignorant of them. May lack the funds to approach the

courts. May find the courts uncomfortable and tentative in

such a belated and unaccustomed role. And may even resist

such an assertion of rights where for centuries the ethos

(Chinese and Imperial) has been, instead, compliance with

the will of rulers.

Dr Peter Bailey, recounting the work of the Australian

Dato' Param Cumaraswamy of Malaysia illustrated most

vividly the difficulties presented to a judiciary, even in a

country living under constitutional government, in a

confrontation with a determined and opinionated Executive.

But his talk also showed that judges of courage exist who

will stand up for basic rights, although their enforcement

imperils their own careers. The same point was made to the

Human Rights Commission, emphasised to the conference the

need for a low key and approachable mechanism. There are

<independent body of this kind. Professor Thea van Boven,

drawing on a lifetime's experience, was able to illustrate

how the encouragement of dedicated non-governmental

organisations is essential to the practical operation of

human rights law.

-"., 
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Sarmiento of the Philippines . 

.~~~~-

. Kevin Boyle demonstrated in his contribution to the 

the crucial importance of freedom of expression as 

-which stimulates the assertion and protection of 

Realpol.it.ik of Hong Kong was brought home to 

during the conference in a way that no speech 

do it. On one day of the conference the front 

·At.orv ,in the local press was of a bone marrow operation 

the.skill of the hospital staff in Hong Kong who 

success. The point of the story was not the high 

and the standard of medical skills in Hong 

- 'unrivalled in the region. Its point was that the 

skills ensured for those involved their ticket 

,- -joining the drain of treasure and talent from Hong 

1997. 

on_ the second day of the conference, the overseas 

descending in their bus from the University I 

mountain, to the international hotel where the 

. held saw a telling sight. A queue wound its 

mountain. on and on it went: well dressed 

standing with umbrellas in the gentle rain. 

a ~:long bus queue, we observed. Unusual in a 

:i;JttC)l:]( btherwise well served with public transport. But 

queue was finally reached. It terminated 

Mission. This was a queue of 

people seeking visas to emigrate to the United 

There are similar queues at the Missions 

;al'l1ieja· "rid. Australia and doubtless elsewhere. 

Tho,s,~ people were demonstrating their real concern 
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"Constitutional Protection of Human

The level of that anxiety was most

That: concern has at its heart an anxiety

stood out for values which the law in Hong

Their thoughts - and ours - turned to the

their true compatriots - who paid a great

The Chinese View Under the Notion of ' One

thoughts about the new democracy movement in

Two Systems''', Paper for the Conference, 16.

Law in Disorder ll
), 13.

future of the rule of the law and respect for

future.

,:,.,.

in the vivid enlarged photograph which
,:~~

10 the front of the conference on its final day. It

photqgraph of more than a million citizens of Hong

~w"seeks to enshrine.

l}ou\d one be optimistic or pessimistic about the

co ( the judiciary, human rights and the rule of law in

The evidence points both ways. The jury is out.

tell.

'~,;--:F:Yeats, "The Tower, Sailing to Byzantium", in

fol1ected Poems, Macmillan, London, 1982, 217.

i:.- ;:>.

A"~arner CJC quoted (1991) 65 Aust LJ, 3, 4.

'.far, Eastern Econom.ic Rev.iew, 9 May 1991 ("Hong

c,••;~resident of the Court of Appeal of New South
':Wa'le's, Australia. Member of the Executive
,CoI1UTl.ittee of the International Commission of
fM;ists, Geneva. Personal views.
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